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ABSTRACT

Deep learning (DL) techniques have attracted much attention in
recent years, and have been applied to many application scenarios,
including those that are safety-critical. Improving the universal
robustness of DL models is vital and many approaches have been
proposed in the last decades aiming at such a purpose. Among
existing approaches, adversarial training is the most representa-
tive. It advocates a post model tuning process via incorporating
adversarial samples. Although successful, they still suffer from the
challenge of generalizability issues in the face of various attacks
with unsatisfactory effectiveness. Targeting this problem, in this
paper we propose a novel model training framework, which aims at
improving the universal robustness of DL models via model trans-
formation incorporated with a data augmentation strategy in a
delta debugging fashion. We have implemented our approach in a
tool, called Dare, and conducted an extensive evaluation on 9 DL
models. The results show that our approach significantly outper-
forms existing adversarial training techniques. Specifically, Dare
has achieved the highest Empirical Robustness in 29 of 45 testing
scenarios under various attacks, while the number drops to 5 of 45
for the best baseline approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, deep learning (DL) techniques have attracted much
attention from researchers, and have been prevalently used in both
industrial practice and academic research, such as image process-
ing [83, 85], machine translation [32, 49] and software engineer-
ing [5, 42, 65, 76], etc. Particularly, some application scenarios are
safety-critical, such as autonomous driving [4, 43, 84, 92] and air-
craft collision avoidance [31]. However, as reported by existing
studies [9, 58, 63] DL models, in practice, are fragile when facing
perturbations and thus easy to be attacked by hackers. For example,
researchers from Tencent Keen Security Lab successfully tricked
the lane detection system of Tesla Model S with three small adver-
sarial sticker images, making it swerve into the wrong lane without
any warnings or precautions [1]. Therefore, it is vital to ensure the
safety and enhance the adversarial robustness of DL models in the
face of potential adversarial attacks.

Unlike traditional handcrafted programs that are deterministic
with a fixed code logic defined by a set of executable machine in-
structions, deep learning models are built based on a set of input
examples. That is, when providing a set of training examples, a
model with a set of parameters will be learned according to a pre-
defined neural network structure, which is expected to meet the
functionality requirement, such as image classification. However,
since the number of input examples is limited and the complete
input space is usually enormous or infinite in practice, also known
as the incomplete specification issue in traditional software engi-
neering tasks like programming by examples [14–18, 24, 33, 35],
the learned model may not work well on unseen inputs, especially
those samples that are decorated with crafted attacking features.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3551349.3556920
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In order to improve the robustness of DL models in the face of
adversarial inputs, many defensive approaches have been proposed
in the last decade. Existing approaches typically can be divided into
two categories. The first category aims at enhancing the robustness
of the learned model itself with an offline training process, such
as defensive distillation [53], feature squeezing [75], adversarial
training [12, 46, 57], and so on. While the other category aims at
designing a detectionmethod that can distinguish adversarial inputs
from benign ones [90], then each time a new input is provided, an
online detection process will be required. In this work, we target the
first category that improves the universal robustness of models in
an offline fashion.

Among existing approaches, adversarial training is the most
representative method in the first category and proved to be effec-
tive for strengthening model robustness against adversarial attacks.
These kinds of methods take a set of adversarial examples as aug-
mented inputs and proceed with a post-training process with exist-
ing models, during which the model architecture keeps unchanged
but the parameters are tuned according to the provided examples.
The difference of various approaches falls into the generation al-
gorithms of adversarial samples, which takes the responsibility to
seed perturbations into legitimate examples. For example, FGSM
(Fast Gradient Sign Method) [12] generates adversarial examples
directly for given inputs via leveraging the corresponding train-
ing gradients, while C&W (Carlini&Wagner) [3] transforms this
process to an optimization problem, i.e., adversarial examples are
generated via optimizing a set of handcrafted constraints that make
the examples close to original inputs but easy to be misclassified.
The underlying purpose behind these kinds of approaches is to
combat attacks by enlarging the coverage of input features through
incorporating adversarial samples in model training.

However, existing adversarial training techniques suffer from
the following two major limitations: 1) The training effect is limited
as they do not have enough understanding of the model but simply
augment the training data, where the crucial input features may be
not well captured and strengthened. As a consequence, the robust-
ness improvement of the model is limited. 2) The improvements
gained from a particular set of adversarial examples cannot gener-
alize to inputs generated by a different adversarial algorithm, i.e.,
weak universal adversarial robustness [46] to defend against diverse
attacking methods. As mentioned above, the different algorithms
seed attacking features into inputs from different perspectives, and
thus the adversarial examples generated by one algorithm cannot
reflect the features from other ones.

With the aim of effectively improving the universal adversarial
robustness of DL models combating different attacking methods,
in this work we propose a novel model training framework

that constitutes a model transformation method with a cus-

tomized data augmentation strategy. Particularly, in order to
overcome the first limitation of adversarial training (or rather post-
training approaches with data augmentation), we first transform the
original classification model into an isomorphic regression model,
which extends the underlying network structure of the classifica-
tion model but incorporates a finer-grained loss function that is
more sensitive to small perturbations. In this way, the crucial input
features can be better captured and strengthened by suppressing

irrelevant input features. On the other hand, to overcome the sec-
ond limitation, we put forward a novel data augmentation strategy
conforming to the transformed regression model, which is inspired
by traditional delta debugging techniques [7, 80, 81]. Specifically,
this strategy leverages the training historical data for reference
to guide the model tuning. It forces the model to strengthen the
memory of critical input features and ignore perturbations.

Based on the above process, we designed and implemented our
approach into a tool, called Dare. We have conducted an extensive
study with Dare on 9 DL models and compared it with 5 represen-
tative adversarial training approaches. The results indicate Dare
can significantly improve the universal robustness of learned models.
Specifically, Dare has achieved the highest Empirical Robustness in
29 of 45 testing scenarios under different kinds of attacks, while the
best baseline approach perform best merely in 5 testing scenarios.

In summary, we make the following major contributions:

• We propose a novel training framework that improves the
universal adversarial robustness of models via model trans-
formation and data augmentation.
• We present a model transformation technique that can trans-
form a classification model into an isomorphic regression
model, which preserves the effectiveness of the original
model. Especially, the transformed model is more sensitive
to small perturbations and suitable for model robustness
improvement.
• We propose a novel data augmentation strategy inspired by
traditional delta debugging, which conforms to our trans-
formed model without requiring the generation of new sam-
ples.
• We have implemented our approach in a tool and conducted
an extensive evaluation to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed approach.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 Model Robustness Improvement

As introduced, unlike traditional programs that constitute a se-
quence of deterministic machine instructions, deep learning models
are built over a set of training examples and can be typically viewed
as probabilistic decision processes according to the feature distri-
bution among fed training examples. However, since the training
data are usually limited and not complete, the learned models may
also produce unexpected outputs, especially when facing inputs
decorated by unseen features, which makes the learned model easy
to be attacked by hackers. We adopt the definition of Empirical

Robustness from a previous study [68] as the Model Robustness in
this paper, which denotes the capability of the model to defend
against attacking inputs. It has been proved to be practical.

For examples, Figure 1(a) presents a testing image of “dog” from
CIFAR10 dataset [36] in our experiment, which can be correctly
classified by a well-trained VGG16[61] modelM. Particularly, we
use the Gradient-weighted Class Activation Map [56] (heatmap for
short) to visualize the features that dominate the prediction (i.e.,
Figure 1(b)). However, when it comes to the inputs decorated by
small attacking perturbations (Figure 1(e) and Figure 1(i)),M easily
produces incorrect outputs. To improve the model robustness and
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(a) original (b) M (c) MC&W (d) MDare

(e) C&W (f) M (g) MC&W (h) MDare

(i) BIM (j) M (k) MC&W (l) MDare

Figure 1: An example image fromCIFAR10. (a) is the original

image, (e) and (i) are two corresponding adversarial images

generated by C&W and BIM, respectively. The heatmaps

visualize the prediction results of different models on the

three images.M denotes the original model, whileMC&W
andMDare respectively denote themodels fine-tuned by ad-

versarial training method C&W and our approach Dare.

to defend against potential attacks, many approaches have been pro-
posed, among which adversarial training methods stand out due to
their high effectiveness. The underlying process is performing post
model tuning over a set of samples generated by specially-designed
algorithms, such as C&W [3] and BIM [39]. By incorporating new
training samples with particular types of unseen attacking features,
the model can then identify and ideally become immune to them.
As a consequence, the upcoming inputs with similar attacking fea-
tures will be correctly discriminated and the model will produce
the desired results. For instance,MC&W can correctly classify the
input image shown in Figure 1(e).

However, since different attacking algorithms may vary greatly,
the improvement of model robustness is actually limited. Specifi-
cally, models fine-tuned by a particular adversarial training method
hardly generalize to other attacking methods. For example,MC&W
still misclassifies the input image shown in Figure 1(i). From the
figures, we can see that though the attacking features of C&W and
BIM are different, they are in fact small and negligible from the
perspective of human beings. In other words, the learned model
failed to capture the crucial features leading to the desired pre-
diction of the input image, making it easy to be attacked. Actu-
ally, it is not a special case, as it will be shown in our evaluation
(Section 4.5), model robustness trained by adversarial training ap-
proaches will dramatically drop when facing unknown attacks. It is
also a common limitation of existing post-training-based model ro-
bustness improvement techniques. In this paper, we propose a new
method (called Dare) aiming at improving the universal robustness
of learned models via model transformation which devotes to bet-
ter suppressing irrelevant perturbations and strengthening crucial
input features. In this way, the model will have a larger possibil-
ity to produce the desired prediction when facing different kinds
of attacking methods. The last three images in Figure 1 show the

heatmaps ofMDare leading to the prediction results. We can see
that Dare can effectively defend against different attacks and pro-
duce the correct results. As it will be shown in our evaluation (see
Section 4), Dare can significantly improve the universal robustness
of learned models combating various adversarial methods.

2.2 Delta Debugging

Delta debugging was originally proposed by Zeller et al. [7, 80, 81].
It aims at finding the root causes of bugs in traditional programs via
isolation of potential error-prone states during program running.
Specifically, when given two similar test inputs, where one of them
passes while the other fails, a typical delta debugging algorithm
inspects and compares the program states (e.g., values of variables)
during the running of the tests at some particular checkpoints,
different states will be reported as latent root causes for subsequent
manual inspection. In this procedure, the passing test performs
like a tutor that provides the gold standard to guide the process of
finding and finally fixing the bug.

Inspired by this, we borrow the idea of delta debugging for
model robustness improvement. Specifically, wewill find the desired
program states (i.e., neuron outputs in the neural network scenario)
for each training input and guide the model tuning process by
taking them as the reference. A typical training process of models
is iterative and the same training samples are usually used more
than once (constructed as different training “epochs”). The target of
the training process is to search for a group of parameters that best
fit the training data. However, since different training inputs may be
contradictory, e.g., some inputs make parameterwi increase while
some decreasewi , the final trained model may not well fit a certain
category of inputs. In other words, the learned model, though well
balanced for all inputs, may be insufficiently optimized for a certain
category of inputs and thus does not have adequate robustness to
combat attacks. This is especially true when the training data is
limited. Based on this, it is possibly feasible to search the reference
program states for different inputs from training histories as they
may appear at some point. As it will be introduced in Section 3.2, we
assume that those better prediction results in the training history
of the model can be leveraged as the “tutor” and provide a gold
standard as the reference for model tuning and improving model
robustness.

However, how to use those training histories is still challeng-
ing. First, the outputs of a typical classification model are discrete
category labels, which are too coarse-grained to reflect the differ-
ence of model robustness, i.e., an insufficiently trained model can
still produce correct classification outputs. Second, the fine-tuning
processes of different categories on the original model largely af-
fect each other like the typical training procedure. To overcome
the above challenges, we propose a novel model transformation
method. It employsmodel slicing to identify a set of crucial neurons
per category for tuning and thus can reduce the training effects to
irrelevant categories, and employs a novel loss function to better
discriminate the difference of outputs and guide model tuning.

3 FRAMEWORK

With the aim of improving the universal robustness of deep learn-
ing models and thus protecting against unknown attacks, we put
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forward a novel model training framework, called Dare. Figure 2
presents the overview of Dare. From a high-level perspective,Dare
consists of three stages, i.e., model transformation, data augmen-
tation, and model tuning and synchronization. Model transfor-

mation takes the responsibility to construct an isomorphic regres-
sion model to the original classification model via extending its
underlying structure. Particularly, we design a finer-grained loss
function to perceive small input perturbations. Empowered by this,
the transformed regression model can be more sensitive to the
difference in inputs and can be more targeted to strengthen the
crucial features leading to the correct prediction. In this way, the
model robustness can be improved. However, since the labels of
the newly constructed model (continuous regression values) are
different from the original ones (discrete category labels), the origi-
nal training data cannot be directly used for new model training.
In order to conform to the transformed model, the second stage,
data augmentation, performs a novel data collection and trans-
formation strategy via mining model training history inspired by
traditional delta debugging. Finally, the transformed model will be
trained over the collected training data and then the fine-tuned
model weights will be synchronized to the original classification
model by simple weight replacement to obtain a more robust model.

3.1 Model Transformation

In order to improve the universal robustness of deep learning mod-
els, the memory of crucial input features should be tremendously
strengthened so as to produce the correct prediction regardless
of whatever attacking features are seeded as long as the crucial
features exist. This requires the model to capture small input per-
turbations and suppress their impact on the final prediction. To
accomplish this, Dare transforms the original classification model
into an isomorphic regression model. The reason is that the finer-
grained loss function in the regression model (based on continuous
values) is naturally more sensitive to input features compared with
the coarse-grained loss function in the classification model (based
on category labels), which dominates the optimization direction of
the model during training (i.e., gradients are calculated according to
the loss). More concretely, the model transformation stage consists
of two steps, i.e., model slicing and loss function design.

3.1.1 Model Slicing. As explained in Section 2.2, the optimization
direction based on different input examples may contradict each
other, making it hard to improve the model robustness for certain
classes. To reduce the training effect over different classes, the
model slicing process aims at identifying a set of crucial neurons
and synapses (i.e., connections between neurons) per each class,
which are responsible for reflecting the pivotal input features and
determining the prediction, and thus may largely affect model ro-
bustness on that class. Therefore, tuning these crucial neurons and
synapses is desirable. Compared with tuning all the neurons and
synapses, it confines the impact of the post-training on a smaller
scale and reduces the performance risk for irrelevant classes.

Specifically, we employed NNSlicer [89], a state-of-the-art dy-
namicmodel slicingmethod.When given a set of interested neurons
N and a set of input samples, it computes a subset of neurons and
synapses that may significantly affect the outputs of those neurons
inN . In the following, we briefly introduce the process of NNSlicer

to make the paper self-contained. It consists of three phases, i.e,
profiling, forward analysis and backward analysis.

In the profiling phase, NNSlicer feeds the whole training set D
into the model and calculates the mean activation value per neuron.
Specifically, supposeσ ∈ D is an input sample, by feedingσ into the
model, an output valueyn (σ ) of neuronn can be observed. Formally,
yn (σ ) =meanmi=1y

n
i (σ ), wherey

n
i (σ ) is the i

th activation value and
m is the total number of activations of n. Particularly, when n is a
neuron in a fully connected layer,m equals to 1. On the contrary,
m is the number of convolution operations performed by the filter
if n is in a convolutional layer. Then, the average activation value
of neuron n over the complete training set will be computed by
yn (D) = Σσ ∈Dy

n (σ )/|D|, which is viewed as the baseline output
of neuron n over the training set.

Then, in the forward analysis phase, when given a set of inter-
ested input samples D ′, NNSlicer computes the reaction difference
of each neuron n over the whole training setD by Formula 1, which
is regarded as the relative activation value of neuron n.

∆yn = yn (D ′) − yn (D) (1)

Therefore, ∆yn reflects the sensitivity of neuron n to the particular
inputsD ′. Finally, in the backward analysis phase, NNSlicer takes a
set of interested neuronsN as the target and recursively calculates
the contributions of preceding neurons and synapses backward.
Specifically, suppose CONTRIBn is the cumulative contribution
of neuron n, the contribution of neuron h can be computed by
Formula 2, where ∆yn and ∆yh are the relative activation values
of neurons n and h respectively calculated by Formula 1. Besides,
we use s to denote the synapse connecting neurons h and n, and
usewhn to denote the connection weight.

contribh = CONCTRIBn × ∆y
n ×whn∆y

h (2)

As a consequence, the cumulative contribution of neuron h can be
updated by CONTRIBh+ = siдn(contribh ), while the cumulative
contribution of synapse s can be calculated by CONTRIBs+ =
siдn(contribh ). Therefore, when given a model M trained over
dataset D, and the interested input samples D ′ as well as the
output neurons N as slicing criterion, the cumulative contribution
reflecting the importance of each neuron and each synapse to N
can be calculated.

Dare utilizes NNSlicer to identify key neurons. Specifically, in
order to obtain the most accurate model slicing for model updating
(will be presented in Section 3.3), Dare first takes the q% synapses
with the largest cumulative contributions as the key synapses, and
then the neurons they are connecting will be regarded as the key
neurons. This process is determined by the following two observa-
tions. First, synapses are more fine-grained than neurons since one
neuron usually associates with a large number of synapses, while
on the contrary, one synapse merely connects two neurons. Second,
the larger the cumulative contribution is, the more important the
synapse is. Particularly, in order to identify the actual responsible
neurons and synapses of particular classes for robustness improve-
ment and reduce the training effects over different classes, Dare
identifies key neurons and synapses for different classes separately.
Regarding the slicing criterion, Dare simply picks the one neuron
corresponding to the desired class in the last classification layer as
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Figure 2: An Overview of Dare Framework.

the interested one, which is targeted and contains comprehensive
information to dominate the prediction results.

3.1.2 Loss Function Design. Loss function is the key to measuring
the goodness of predictions during model training. A well-designed
loss function can greatly improve the performance of learned mod-
els. Typically, different loss functions are appropriate for particular
types of models. For example, Cross-Entropy (CE) is usually used in
classification models, while Mean Square Error (MSE) is widely em-
ployed by regression models. Compared with classification models,
regression models are naturally more sensitive to small perturba-
tions, and more suitable for fine-grained model tuning. Therefore,
to better perceive small attacking perturbations for suppression
and strengthen the memory of crucial input features, Dare extends
the underlying structure of the original classification model and
transforms it into an isomorphic regression model with a specially-
designed novel loss function.

Specifically, when given a classification modelM comprising
r (convolutional or dense) layers, denoted asM := ⟨l1, l2, · · · , lr ⟩,
Dare transforms it into a new modelMT by removing the last
p layers in M, i.e., MT :=

〈
l1, l2, · · · , lr−p

〉
, where 0 ≤ p < r .

Then, Dare leverages the outputs of model slicing for loss function
building, which are a set of crucial neurons that are responsible for
model robustness improvement per each class. We useNc

li
to denote

the crucial neurons from layer li for class c , then the regression
loss function of transformed modelMT is defined by Formula 3,
where ynoracle (σ ) denotes the corresponding gold standard activa-
tion value of neuron n under input σ . Particularly, ynoracle (σ ) is
collected from the training history, and we will introduce the details
in the data augmentation procedure of Dare (Section 3.2).

Loss(σ ) =

∑
n∈Nc

lr−p
(yn (σ ) − ynoracle (σ ))

2

|Nc
lr−p
|

(3)

From the formula, we can find that the loss function is deter-
mined by two arguments, the crucial neurons extracted from model
slicing and the layer chosen for observation. It is intuitive that the
neuron is closer to the output layer, its output value embeds more
comprehensive information of input features, which will dominate
the classification result. Therefore, with the aim of strengthening
the memory of input features, Dare makesMT preserve as many

layers in the original model as possible. As a consequence, Dare
takes the penultimate layer inM as the output layer (i.e., lr−p ) of
the transformed modelMT , i.e., we set the default value of p as
1. Particularly, if the layer taken has no trainable parameters, e.g.,
a dropout layer, Dare will take its preceding one until reaching a
layer associated with a set of trainable parameters. Actually, it can
be flexibly configured on demand.

Therefore, when providing the gold standard outputs, model
MT can be tuned according to the calculated loss. Particularly,
compared with the original classification model, the transformed
modeMT will largely benefit from the newly designed loss function
in two aspects. First,MT is more sensitive to small perturbations
under the aid of a regression loss, and thus can be more effectively
tuned. Second, the new loss function discriminatively calculates
loss values for different classes, which not only is more targeted but
also potentially reduces the training effects over different classes.

3.2 Data Augmentation

As a result of the model transformation, modelM has been trans-
formed to model MT and the training data for M is no longer
usable forMT . To provide meaningful and suitable training data
forMT , we propose a novel data augmentation strategy via min-
ing the training history. Specifically, inspired by traditional delta
debugging, the basis of our data augmentation strategy is, given an
input sample, different historical models possibly produce diverse
outputs, and the model producing the correct classification with
the highest confidence can be viewed as the “tutor” for others, and
thus its output can be taken as the gold standard for model tuning.

Formally, suppose the historical models during the training of
model M are recorded as M = {M1,M2, · · · ,Mt }, where Mi
represents the historical model in the ith training iteration (e.g.,
epoch), and t is the total number of training iterations, i.e.,M =Mt .
Specifically, to ensure the reliability of the collected gold standard
and avoid randomness due to the instability of pre-mature models,
Dare adopts the latest t/2 historical models inM, which can already
make relatively stable predictions (i.e., the accuracy and the loss
nearly converges). Particularly, we useMi .predict(σ ) to denote
the output of modelMi when fed with input sample σ . The output
is a pair ⟨label , conf ⟩, representing the predicted label label with
confidence conf . According to these definitions, we present the
detailed data augmentation process of Dare in Algorithm 1. When
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Algorithm 1 Data Collection and Transformation
Require: M: a set of historical models,M: the model for robustness im-

provement, D: a set of input samples l : targeted layer (a.k.a. the output
layer of the transformed regression modelMT ).

Ensure: T : training data forMT
1: for each input σ in D do

2: Mbest ← None ▷ Model with best prediction result
3: дt ← ground truth label of σ
4: N дt

l ← key neurons at layer l for class дt
5: ⟨label, conf ⟩ ← M .predict (σ )
6: if not дt .equals(label ) then
7: conf ← 0 ▷ Minimal confidence if incorrect
8: end if

9: for each history model Mi inM do

10: ⟨labeli , confi ⟩ ← Mi .predict (σ )
11: if дt .equals(labeli ) && confi > conf ) then
12: Mbest ← Mi ▷ Update model and confidence
13: conf ← confi
14: end if

15: end for

16: if Mbest is not None then

17: Y l (σ ) ← {yn (σ ) |n ∈ Nдtl } ▷ Neuron outputs ofMbest

18: T ← T ∪
〈
σ , Y l (σ )

〉
▷ Add into training set

19: end if

20: end for

21: return T

providing an input sample σ , Dare compares the prediction results
of different historical models, and records the historical model if it
can produce the desired result with the highest confidence (lines
9-15). If such a best modelMbest exists (line 16), a profiling process
will be performed and the outputs of crucial neurons in the targeted
layer l will be extracted for input σ (line 17). Finally, the input
sample σ and corresponding neuron outputs will be collected (line
18) and returned (line 21). Specifically, Y l (σ ) denotes the outputs
of neurons in layer l when fed with σ , they will play as the gold
standard outputs (i.e., ynoracle (σ )) used in Formula 3.

In this way, when providing a set of input samplesD for the orig-
inal classification modelM, they will be automatically transformed
into a set of training dataT by Dare for the transformed regression
modelMT . Since the gold standard outputs for training samples in
T can make some historical modelMi produce the correct result
with higher confidence, they are reasonably regarded as a better
representation of input features, and thus tend to provide good
guidance during model tuning for its isomorphic regression model
MT .

Besides, the specially-designed loss function enables a more fine-
grained optimization target of feature extraction and promotes the
consolidation of key feature memories.

3.3 Model Tuning and Synchronization

In the first two stages of Dare, an isomorphic regression model
MT toM and its corresponding training set T are obtained. The
last stage of Dare is fine-tuning modelMT overT , and finally syn-
chronizing the optimized modelMT back toM. As the optimized
modelMT can better capture the input features, the modelM after

synchronization is expected to extend this superiority and have
better robustness intrinsically to defend against diverse attacks.

In fact, fine-tuning of well-trained models is widely used in
many research areas, such as Natural Language Processing (NLP)
and Computer Vision (CV). It has been proved effective in further
improving model performance with high efficiency [26, 59]. How-
ever, compared with the traditional fine-tuning, we would like to
highlight two major differences in Dare. First, as introduced in
Section 3.1.2, the loss calculation of different classes of inputs can
be different due to the discrepancy of the key neuron set Nc

l−p in
Formula 3. Second, during the fine-tuning process of Dare, not
all synapse (or connection) weights in the modelMT will be up-
dated in back-propagation. Instead, only a subset of synapses that
are chosen in the model slicing is considered. These two optimiza-
tions will largely benefit the effectiveness of Dare. On the one
hand, they restrain the model tuning to a smaller scale, restraining
the negative effects on the original model. On the other hand, the
tuning process will be more targeted, satisfying our requirement
of strengthening the memory of key input features for universal
robustness improvement. As it will be shown in our empirical eval-
uation, these strategies are indeed effective and yield much better
performance.

After model tuning, some connection weights in modelMT will
be optimized. To make the original modelM extend the superi-
ority from this process, Dare will synchronize those optimized
weights toM via simple value replacement. Since modelMT is an
isomorphism toM, this process is clear and straightforward.

4 EVALUATION

In our evaluation, we focus on the following research questions.
• RQ1: How effective is Dare to improve model robustness?

• RQ2:Howmuch doesmodel transformation (comprisingmodel

slicing and loss function) inDare contribute to its effectiveness?

• RQ3: How effective is the data augmentation strategy?

• RQ4: How does Dare perform in terms of efficiency?

4.1 Dataset and Models

To evaluate the performance of Dare, we have conducted an ex-
tensive empirical study. Specifically, we employed 3 widely used
datasets from prior studies [6, 19, 23, 55, 69], i.e., CIFAR10 [36],
SVHN [51] and Fashion-MNIST [73].

Furthermore, to validate the generality of Dare, we employed
3 different neural network architectures in the experiment. They
are Alexnet [37], VGG16 [61] and VGG19 [61], all of which are
commonly used in previous studies [2, 64]. Particularly, in our
experiment, each network will be trained over the above three
datasets, and thus we finally obtain 9 different models for the sub-
sequent study. More concretely, for each dataset, we evenly divide
the training data into two parts, one of which is used for model
training (actual training data), while the other one is used for model
selection (validation data), then a grid search will be performed
to obtain the best models, which are the subjects for robustness
improvement. We have listed the details of those learned models
in Table 1, where we present the size of learned models, the total
number of parameters, as well as the testing accuracy over the
provided testing data associated with the corresponding dataset.
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Table 1: Basic information of subjects

Model VGG16 VGG19 Alexnet
Dataset CIFAR10 SVHN FM CIFAR10 SVHN FM CIFAR10 SVHN FM

Size (MB) 256.9 256.9 245.8 297.7 297.4 256.7 73.6 73.6 63.0
Parameters 33.6M 33.6M 26.6M 39.0M 39.0M 33.6M 9.6M 9.6M 8.1M
Accuracy(%) 88.7 94.3 91.1 90.6 93.9 90.2 83 93.3 90.0

4.2 Baseline Approaches

As explained in the introduction, Dare targets to improve the
robustness of DL models via an offline training process, which
is orthogonal to the online detection techniques. Therefore, we take
five widely-used adversarial training methods as the baselines, i.e.,
BIM (Basic Iterative Methods) [39], C&W (Carlini&Wagner) [3],
FGSM (Fast Gradient Sign Method) [12], JSMA (Jacobian-based
Saliency Map Attack) [52] and PGD (Project Gradient Descent) [47],
which are state-of-the-art for improving adversarial robustness of
DL models [63] through offline training on adversarial examples.

In addition, as explained in Section 3, Dare incorporates the
superiority of two major components. The first one is program
transformation that constitutes model slicing and a specially de-
signed loss function, while the second one is the data augmentation
strategy. To evaluate the effectiveness of each component, we also
compare the results with a set of variants of Dare through an
ablation study. The details of the variants are listed as follows.
Dare−s removes themodel slicing process fromDare and updates

all the connection (synapse) weights between any neurons in
the transformed modelMT . In this way, the loss function in
Formula 3 will degenerate to the traditional MSE loss because
Nc
lr−p

will include all neurons in the layer ll−p .
Dare−sl further replaces the loss function inMT with the original

loss inM on the basis of Dare−s . Actually, Dare−sl removes
the model transformation component completely from Dare,
i.e.,MT is the same asM, butmerely employs the same training
data for model tuning.

Darerand is the variant for evaluating the effectiveness of the
data augmentation strategy in Dare. It fully extends the model
transformation process in Dare, and then fine-tunes the trans-
formed model over a set of randomly selected input samples.
Specifically, the process of lines 9-15 in Algorithm 1 will be
replaced by a random selection.

4.3 Procedure and Measurement

Following previous studies [30, 64], we apply the five adversarial
training (attacking) algorithms explained in Section 4.2 to generate
a set of input samples according to the original model to mimic the
unknown attacking inputs, and then the performance of fine-tuned
models will be evaluated on them. Specifically, each algorithm
will generate 5000 input samples per model listed in Table 1 (9
models in total) as the corresponding testing data, and we use the
Empirical Robustness proposed by Wang et al. [68] to measure
model robustness, which is defined as the testing accuracy over the
attacking inputs. The existing study [72] also proposed the metric
of CLEVER score for robustness measurement. However, due to its
heavy computation cost (taking thousands of seconds to calculate
a CIFAR10 example [90]), it is not suitable for such a large-scale

study. Particularly, to exhibit the universal robustness of DL models,
every fine-tuned model will be finally tested on all the attacking
inputs generated by the five algorithms.

4.4 Implementation and Configuration

We have implemented our approach atop the widely-used deep
learning framework Keras 2.3.1 and Tensorflow 1.1.1 in Python. We
conduced our experiment on a server with Ubuntu 18.04, equipped
with 128GB RAM and a processor of Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2640 that
has 10 cores of 2.40GHz.

Regarding the configuration of Dare, we set the default value
of q% as 95% for model slicing via a small pilot study. That is Dare
will ignore 5% synapses (corresponding to the parameters of con-
nections) in the original model during parameter updating per each
class. Please note that though it is a small percentage, the num-
bers of parameters involved are relatively large. According to the
model details shown in Table 1 the number of parameters ignored
by Dare ranges from 0.4M to 1.95M. We will investigate the effect
of q% on the performance of Dare in our evaluation. Besides, Dare
collects data for model tuning from the validation set of the original
model (i.e., D in Algorithm 1), while the competitors will gener-
ate adversarial samples by corresponding algorithms. Specifically,
each adversarial training method will generate the same number
of samples as the original training set, 10,000 of which are used
for validation and testing (5,000 for each), while the remaining are
left for model tuning. Dare will correspondingly collect the same
number of samples (if possible) for model tuning and validation.
Finally, we have conducted an extensive model tuning process for
each baseline approach by grid search and take their best configu-
rations for the subsequent experiment. Exceptionally, during the
model tuning process, the model accuracy over the original testing
data may dramatically drop, to make the robustness improvement
meaningful, we confine the decline of this accuracy to no more
than 10%, which is a reasonable constraint for practical use.

To ease the replication and promote future research in this field,
we have published our implementation and all experimental data at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7018397. More detailed configu-
rations in our experiment, e.g., confidence of C&W for adversarial
sample generation, can be found in our repository.

4.5 Result Analysis

4.5.1 RQ1: Overall Effectiveness of Dare. As introduced, we eval-
uated the overall effectiveness of Dare over 9 different models
by comparing it with five state-of-the-art adversarial training ap-
proaches. The results are presented in Table 2. In the table, the
first two columns list the architectures of models and datasets for
model training, while the subsequent columns are divided into five
blocks, each of which represents the testing results corresponding
to a certain adversarial testing method for different model tuning
approaches. For example, the first block lists the testing accura-
cies for Dare and the five comparing adversarial training methods
respectively (i.e., BIM, C&W, FGSM, JSMA, PGD) over the testing
samples generated by BIM. In particular, to ease the presentation,
we useMA

D to represent the learned model of architecture A over
training set D, such asMVGG16

CI FAR10 , and call a “Testing Scenario” (TS
for short) as testing a certain model (e.g.,MVGG16

CI FAR10 ) over a set of

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7018397 
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Table 2: Performance comparison regarding Empirical Robustness (i.e., test accuracy/%) when attacking by different methods.

Model Dataset BIM CW FGSM JSMA PGD
Dare BIM CW FGSM JSMA PGD Dare BIM CW FGSM JSMA PGD Dare BIM CW FGSM JSMA PGD Dare BIM CW FGSM JSMA PGD Dare BIM CW FGSM JSMA PGD

VGG16
CIFAR10 82.1 70.6 66.7 55.8 66.5 73.6 92.3 66.4 75.5 55.2 75.0 70.9 74.6 50.9 59.7 54.8 56.8 52.5 84.9 62.7 73.8 51.1 80.9 70.1 83.7 75.7 64.9 54.9 74.6 80.6
SVHN 88.3 69.8 67.1 76.5 67.9 77.6 95.6 79.1 80.5 83.9 78.2 84.9 81.8 64.1 60.4 73.5 60.8 68.4 85.0 67.5 66.3 72.7 67.1 74.2 86.9 73.7 69.1 78.9 74.6 80.6
FM 62.0 66.8 65.9 61.4 60.8 68.8 81.8 71.3 83.1 68.4 81.2 75.8 66.8 73.3 66.8 78.5 67.8 77.6 71.8 77.2 70.2 75.4 86.6 84.4 63.7 67.1 64.6 62.1 64.3 69.9

VGG19
CIFAR10 90.0 73.3 72.6 66.6 71.4 79.7 42.6 54.5 67.9 45.9 57.2 61.0 73.0 60.3 60.4 62.4 57.5 63.5 71.6 68.8 72.7 84.0 73.8 73.5 89.8 74.8 70.1 68.5 72.2 81.3
SVHN 91.5 71.0 69.0 75.5 70.5 78.4 83.9 55.9 62.5 57.7 56.5 60.2 86.3 65.0 63.3 71.7 64.1 67.7 88.5 68.6 69.2 70.3 68.7 71.3 90.8 75.4 68.1 78.4 74.6 80.3
FM 66.1 69.5 66.8 66.6 69.6 72.1 79.6 67.5 86.9 66.9 67.2 76.5 73.8 74.7 71.4 77.3 74.8 76.1 77.9 75.8 84.8 78.5 75.6 77.1 72.5 70.3 72.9 69.7 75.1 74.7

Alexnet
CIFAR10 79.8 60.9 58.8 61.8 62.4 64.5 46.6 38.1 34.9 40.2 37.7 37.7 68.7 51.9 52.8 56.5 55.5 54.2 62.0 62.4 56.2 56.6 64.6 64.8 82.1 65.8 61.4 63.9 67.5 69.4
SVHN 78.4 72.4 62.0 68.3 73.0 74.2 69.0 57.8 58.3 50.6 69.6 62.3 71.3 61.8 57.8 66.2 68.4 69.9 80.5 69.5 68.0 71.0 81.9 76.9 79.3 74.9 68.9 70.2 73.1 78.1
FM 83.4 64.9 78.8 52.9 67.3 71.3 77.1 84.1 54.6 81.4 86.1 87.0 72.1 63.3 66.3 63.0 62.5 65.8 86.2 67.3 80.7 55.9 80.2 81.6 84.4 76.4 80.1 54.8 69.7 80.2

Table 3: Model accuracy (%) over the original testing data

before and after fine-tuning for each method.

Model Dataset Original Fine-tuning Methods
Acc Dare BIM CW FGSM JSMA PGD

VGG16
CIFAR10 88.7 88.9 87.6 88.8 87.4 88.5 88.3
SVHN 94.3 93.7 95.1 94.8 95.2 95.0 95.3

FM 91.1 90.8 86.3 85.1 86.5 81.9 87.1

VGG19
CIFAR10 90.6 90.4 84.5 77.4 84.0 82.9 85.6
SVHN 93.9 93.8 94.9 94.8 94.7 91.2 94.8
FM 90.2 91.4 89.7 81.1 90.5 89.2 89.5

Alexnet
CIFAR10 83.0 83.6 81.0 81.1 81.3 82.4 81.2
SVHN 93.3 94.5 92.6 85.8 94.0 93.5 93.3
FM 90.0 91.7 86.7 90.2 88.1 90.0 88.7

testing inputs generated by a particular attacking algorithm (e.g.,
BIM). As a result, in total there are 45 TSs (9 models × 5 attacking
algorithms). We also highlighted the best result per each TS. From
the table we can see that Dare significantly outperforms all the
baseline competitors. Specifically, Dare has achieved the highest
accuracy in 29/45 TSs, and the improvements range from 1.0% to
67.3%. While the second optimal, i.e., PGD, only achieves the high-
est accuracy in 5/45 TSs. The results indicate the effectiveness of
Dare.

However, some approaches may also produce better results than
Dare in some particular TSs. For example, the modelMVGG16

FM af-
ter fine-tuning by the adversarial approach BIM achieved a higher
accuracy than Dare (66.8% vs 62.0%) over the attacking inputs gen-
erated by BIM. However, it is not hard to find that most of them are
cases where the fine-tuning method shares the same algorithm with
the attacking method, such as the aforementioned case (both fine-
tuning and testing with BIM. Please also note that PGD is essentially
the same as BIM but with a different initialization strategy [57]).
The results partially confirm the effectiveness of adversarial train-
ing methods for model robustness improvement. While on the other
hand, the results also demonstrate their unsatisfactory universal

robustness since they tend to achieve much worse robustness when
coming up with unknown attacking inputs (i.e., generated by a
different attacking algorithm). On the contrary, Dare performs
stably well in the face of different attacking algorithms.

Regarding the performance of Dare in different TSs, Dare is not
sensitive to different model architectures as it stably performs well
on VGG16, VGG19, and Alexnet. However, Dare performs slightly
worsewith the training data of FM comparedwith the other datasets.
The reasons are mainly due to the simplicity of input samples from
FM, where all samples are grayscale article images, while both the

other two datasets include color images of complex objects, e.g.,
animals or street-view numbers. Consequently, the key features
are much easier to learn by the model. Under these circumstances,
additional seeded noises may have a higher potential to improve the
robustness of the model. Nevertheless, the performance achieved by
adversarial training approaches on FM is still limited since usually
the best performance is achieved when the attacking algorithm is
the same as the one used for training data generation, i.e., existing
approaches still suffer from weak universal robustness. In other
words, Dare complements existing adversarial training methods.

Moreover, improving the robustness of DL models should not
largely sacrifice the overall performance of the original models, we
further compare the model performance over the original testing
data without seeding attacking features. Table 3 shows the results of
different approaches. According to the results, Dare still preserves
the performance of the original well-trained models. Specifically,
Dare slightly improves the accuracy of 5/9 models after fine-tuning,
while slightly decreases the accuracy of the others. Compared with
the competitors, Dare also achieves the highest accuracy in most
circumstances. The reason is Dare aims at improving the universal
model robustness by enhancing the memory of crucial features
without breaking the normal distribution of input features. On the
contrary, traditional adversarial training methods in theory suffer
from a higher risk of affecting the feature distribution. This again
explains the superiority of Dare against the baseline approaches
in another perspective, and demonstrates the effectiveness of Dare
for practical use.

4.5.2 RQ2: Contribution of Model Transformation. In this research
question, we explore the contribution of model transformation
in Dare. Specifically, we conducted an ablation study with two
variants of Dare, i.e., Dare−s and Dare−sl , which have been in-
troduced in Section 4.2. The results are shown in Figure 3. In the
figure, we present the relative improvements of the variants com-
pared with the original Dare in terms of Empirical Robustness.
We separately present the results for different attacking methods.
According to the figure, without the aid of model transformation
(model slicing & loss function), the overall performance of Dare
would dramatically drop. More concretely, after removing model
slicing, the testing accuracy of Dare−s on average drops 2.0%, and
the largest decline is about 17.1% over Dare. By further removing
the loss function in Dare−s , the decline of testing accuracy over
Dare ranges from 3.7% to 63.9%, where the average value is 26.9%.
The result indicates that the model transformation component in
Dare significantly contributed to its effectiveness.
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Table 4: Result comparison when employing different data augmentation strategies (Accuracy/%).

Model Dataset BIM C&W FGSM JSMA PGD Model Acc After Tuning
Dare Darerand Dare Darerand Dare Darerand Dare Darerand Dare Darerand Dare Darerand

CIFAR10 82.1 73.7 92.3 84.6 74.6 69.0 84.9 76.0 83.7 76.6 88.9 85.4
SVHN 88.3 75.6 95.6 92.0 81.8 70.3 85.0 74.8 86.9 71.4 93.7 75.0VGG16
FM 62.0 36.3 81.8 28.1 66.8 34.1 71.8 31.1 63.7 37.5 90.8 90.1
CIFAR10 90.0 - 42.6 - 73.0 - 71.6 - 89.8 - 90.4 -
SVHN 91.5 91.2 83.9 83.8 86.3 83.4 88.5 87.3 90.8 89.5 93.8 73.6VGG19
FM 66.1 28.3 79.6 25.2 73.8 25.0 77.9 27.5 72.5 26.7 91.4 88.2
CIFAR10 79.8 55.2 46.6 31.1 68.7 46.7 61.9 44.3 82.1 53.7 83.6 82.0
SVHN 78.4 37.1 69.0 18.2 71.3 25.4 80.5 33.4 79.3 38.4 94.5 89.7Alexnet
FM 83.4 75.1 77.1 26.3 72.1 56.5 86.2 64.6 84.4 76.1 91.7 89.8
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Figure 3: Relative improvements of variants Dare−s and Dare−sl on Empirical Robustness compared with Dare.

(a) BIM (b) C&W (c) FGSM (d) JSMA (e) PGD

Figure 4: Performance of Dare with different configurations of q for model slicing.

By further investigating the impact of each process in model
transformation, we can find that the loss function contributes much
more than the model slicing process. The reason is due to the design
targets. The model slicing process identifies the crucial neurons that
take themost responsibility for reflecting the key input features, and
also reduces the training effects over different classes. In this way,
the well-trained model performance will not be degraded. However,
it provides limited information boosting robustness improvement.
On the contrary, the loss function is dedicated to perceiving small
perturbations for better compression and consolidating the memory
of key input features. In other words, the loss function is expected
to be more effective for model robustness improvement.

As explained above, the target of the model slicing is to preserve
the superiority of the originally well-trained model, we addition-
ally studied its impact on the performance of Dare with different
configurations of q% (q ∈ [75, 100] with the interval of 5). Figure 4
visualizes the trend of model robustness over different datasets per
each attacking method for Alexnet (due to the experiment cost, we

take Alexnet as the representation). From the figure, we can see
that the configuration of q may slightly affect the performance of
Dare, but the effect is relatively small when q ∈ [90, 100], where
Dare always outperforms the baseline approaches (i.e., achieving
the highest Empirical Robustness in the most TSs). However, when
q < 90, the model will suffer a relatively larger performance drop,
the major reason is that too many crucial neurons and synapses
are eliminated and the model cannot be sufficiently fine-tuned.

4.5.3 RQ3: Contribution of Data Augmentation. This research ques-
tion investigates the performance of our data augmentation strategy.
Specifically, we compare with the variantDarerand of Dare, which
shares the same model transformation component but performs a
random sampling of training data for model tuning (see Section 4.2).
Table 4 shows the detailed results for Dare and Darerand , includ-
ing the corresponding Empirical Robustness as well as the model
accuracy over the original testing inputs. By randomly sampling
training data, the accuracy on the original testing set ofMVGG19

CI FAR10
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Table 5: Time cost for each method (in minutes)

Model Dataset BIM C&W FGSM JSMA PGD Dare
Gen Trn Gen Trn Gen Trn Gen Trn Gen Trn Aug Slice Trn

CIFAR10 747 60 3,439 51 103 42 489 54 1,978 52 160 140 40
SVHN 863 15 4,109 22 63 12 402 19 2,060 18 176 165 60VGG16
FM 689 7 3,165 5 135 8 572 5 1,856 8 188 45 15
CIFAR10 898 68 5,928 20 64 28 425 68 2,676 65 160 170 60
SVHN 1,083 3 5,206 20 65 3 481 3 2,589 3 241 190 80VGG19
FM 1,040 9 5,062 4 171 10 730 9 2,313 10 205 50 35
CIFAR10 87 4 918 <1 13 5 42 4 956 4 43 40 20
SVHN 339 20 1,997 4 54 20 239 20 896 20 42 45 25Alexnet
FM 32 2 1,033 <1 33 1 117 3 451 2 40 20 20

after fine-tuning will dramatically drop, and no model satisfies our
constraint regarding the model accuracy (no more than 10% drop).
We use “-” to represent the missing data in the table.

According to the table, Dare always outperforms Darerand
regardless of the attacking algorithms. More specifically, the data
augmentation strategy inDare contributes on average 72.9% higher
Empirical Robustness by comparing with Darerand , and the high-
est improvement is as high as 279.1%. Besides, the model accuracy
can also be better preserved when employing our data augmenta-
tion strategy, indicating the effectiveness of it.

4.5.4 RQ4: Efficiency of Dare. Table 5 presents the time cost for
each method. Specifically, for adversarial training methods, we re-
port the time spent on training data generation (Gen) and model
tuning (Trn), while for Dare we report the time for data augmen-
tation (Aug), model slicing (Slice), and tuning. Please note that
compared with the baseline approaches, Dare requires to record
the historical models during the training process of the original
model. However, the model saving process is so efficient (i.e., in
seconds) that can be ignored in the comparison. According to the
table we can see that Dare generally performs efficiently. Dare
spent much less time on almost every model compared with all the
baselines except for FGSM. However, since the whole process is
performed offline, the time costs of all approaches can be acceptable.
Furthermore, we can also observe that the time cost of slicing is
closely related with the parameter number in the models, where
smaller models tend to spend less time (refer to Table 1). Particu-
larly, from the table we can find that Dare tends to spend more
time on the model tuning process (Trn), the reason is clear as it
depends on a finer-grained loss function that can perceive small
perturbations and thus requires more time to converge. That also
explains the effectiveness of Dare from a different perspective – It
performs a more comprehensive model tuning. In general, Dare is
not only effective but also efficient.

5 RELATEDWORK

5.1 Model Repair

Like traditional software [27–29, 41, 70, 71, 74], deep learning (DL)
programs also have bugs. Particularly, besides those bugs that are
caused by vulnerable source code [21, 22, 25, 45, 50, 62, 86–88].
DL systems have a special type of bugs, called model bugs [44],
which cause the learned model to produce unsatisfactory results
on certain test inputs, e.g., misclassifying a car as a cat, thus reduc-
ing the accuracy of learned models and thus their usability [82].

In order to repair model bugs, many approaches have been pro-
posed [13, 34, 40, 67] and the typical method is optimizing the
training data, such as performing data selection [11] or data aug-
mentation [44]. For example, Fahmy et al. [10] proposed to leverage
heatmaps to capture the relevance of neurons, and then retained
the model for accuracy improvement. Similarly, Ma et al. [44] em-
ployed an analogical heatmap to aid the selection of retraining data
and proposed MODE. Analogously, Yu et al. [78] proposed a style-
guided data augmentation method for repairing DL models in the
operational environment, which employed clustering techniques
to guide the generation of failure data for model training.

However, as studied by Pham et al. [54] models may have large
overall accuracy differences even among identical training. There-
fore, it is still a big challenge to ensure the performance of DL mod-
els theoretically. Our work aims at improving the model robustness
in face of adversarial attacks but not their original performance,
which is similar but orthogonal to the aforementioned approaches.

5.2 Adversarial Robustness Improvement

As introduced in the introduction, DL models are fragile in the
face of adversarial attacks [52]. In order to improve the adversarial
robustness of DL models, many approaches have been put forward
in the last decade, which can be divided into two distinct categories:
model retraining and adversarial sample detection, where the for-
mer is more widely explored. Existing studies [12, 20] have also
shown that injecting adversarial examples into the training set
(also called adversarial training) could increase the robustness of
DL models combating adversarial examples, and many approaches
have been proposed [12, 46, 48, 57, 60]. One of the key differences
among this kind of approaches lies in the strategies adopted for data
augmentation. For example, Zantedeschi et al. [79] proposed to aug-
ment training data with examples perturbed using Gaussian noise;
Tramèr et al. [66] introduced a technique that augments training
data with perturbations transferred from other models; Engstrom et
al. [8] proposed a data augmentationmethod by robust optimization
and test-time input aggregation; While Gao et al. [11] proposed to a
mutation-based fuzzing technique for such purpose. Besides simply
augmenting or filtering training data, Papernot et al. [53] and Xu
et al. [75] further respectively proposed to optimize the labels and
input features of training data via model distillation and feature
squeezing to improve model robustness. However, different from
these existing techniques, our approach improves the adversarial
robustness of DL models via model transformation, which intro-
duces an isomorphic neural network for parameter tuning rather
than training the original model.

Regarding the latter category, i.e., adversarial sample detection,
Zhong et al. [91] proposed two techniques (a black-box and a white-
box) via leveraging the properties of local robustness of neighbor
inputs, which help identify inputs with poor robustness, thereby
providing real-time feedback to the end-user. On the contrary, Zhao
et al. [90] proposed to detect adversarial examples based on a pre-
defined robustness difference of input examples. Zhang et al. [89]
proposed slicing deep neural networks based on data flow anal-
ysis, and identified adversarial examples by comparing the slices
calculated by benign examples and adversarial examples. These
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approaches are orthogonal to ours and can be combined to further
improve the robustness of DL models.

Recent researches also have conducted various studies to inves-
tigate the performance of adversarial training in different aspects.
Kurakin et al. [38] investigated the performance of adversarial train-
ing on large models, and provided guidelines on how to successfully
scale adversarial training to large models and datasets, and Madry
et al. [46] explored the adversarial robustness of neural networks
through the lens of robust optimization, assisting the design of
reliable and universal methods for model training. Furthermore,
Yokoyama et al. [77] conducted an empirical study on the perfor-
mance of data-augmentation-based model robustness improvement
in real industrial scenarios. The results indicate data-augmentation-
based approaches can indeed help improve the robustness of DL
models, confirming the effectiveness of our approach.

6 DISCUSSION

Limitation: Though Dare was proved to be effective for improv-
ing the robustness of DL models, it still has limitations. First, Dare
targets classification models, while it does not conform to regres-
sion models due to its underlying model transformation process.
However, the data augmentation strategy and model training pro-
cess can still be applied to improving regression model robustness
as long as the model adopts CNN structures due to the limit of
NNSlicer [89]. Second, as shown in our experimental results, Dare
is more suitable for “hard-to-handle” tasks, where the model in-
puts originally involve perturbations, e.g., numbers in the natural
scene (SVHN). On the contrary, the improvement will be slightly
restrained if the crucial input features are apparently distinctive
(e.g., FM) for DL models. Nevertheless, Dare still outperforms the
baselines. Finally, since the data augmentation strategy in Dare
requires the historical models, it will incur more storage compared
with adversarial training methods.
Threats to Validity: The threats to validity mainly lie in the
model/data selection and experiment construction. To mitigate
the selection bias in our evaluation, we have employed three differ-
ent network architectures and three different datasets, all of which
are commonly used by existing studies and cover both complex
(e.g., CIFAR10 and VGG19) and simple ones (e.g., FM and Alexnet).
Specifically, the datasets adopted in our evaluation are different
from multiple aspects, such as different image sizes, different color
modes (colored and grayscale) and different scenarios (numbers and
objects), etc. Consequently, we believe the results are representative.
Regarding the experiment, in order to obtain the best performance
on baseline approaches, we have conducted an extensive model
tuning process. Finally, our experimental data is publicly accessible
for replication and promoting future research.
Future Work: In this work, we have evaluated our approach over
nine image classification models. In the future, we plan to study its
effectiveness in more application scenarios, e.g., Natural Language
Processing, since Dare does not depend on any image specific fea-
tures. Also, as presented in our experimental results shown in Ta-
ble 2, Dare can complement existing adversarial training methods
and improve the universal robustness of the model, but sometimes
the robustness improvement of Dare for certain adversarial attacks

may also be inferior to existing methods. In such cases, incorporat-
ing corresponding adversarial samples in the data augmentation
process of Dare to further improve its effectiveness can be feasible,
we leave it to our future work.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel model post-tuning frame-
work, called Dare, aiming at effectively improving the universal
robustness of deep learning models. Specifically, Dare first trans-
forms a classification model into an isomorphic regression model
via a novel model transformation process, which can better perceive
input perturbations for suppression and effectively consolidate the
memory of crucial input features. Then, Dare collects the training
data for the transformed model via mining historical models as
training guidance. Finally, the fine-tuned regression model can be
extended by the original model to accomplish model robustness im-
provement. We have evaluated Dare over 9 different models. Com-
pared with five state-of-the-art adversarial training approaches, the
improvements of Dare can be as large as 67.3%. In particular, Dare
performed stably well while combating different attacks, indicating
the high reliability of Dare for practical use.
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